LIMIT YOUR SEARCH BY FORMAT TUTORIAL

If you didn’t know already, our library catalog contains more than just books. It lists books, music, videos, electronic resources, and much more. And if you need to find a specific format, there’s an easy way to do that.

The best place to start is searching our catalog. First, go to the library homepage, library.uncg.edu. There you have two options. You can look for the box labeled, “Research” and click the “Library Catalog” link or use the short cut box, here. If you use the short cut box, be sure to click the tab labeled “Catalog” and then on the link labeled “Advanced Search Options.

Notice this button below that says Limit Keyword Search. When you click on this you get a few options to limit your search. And if you click on the little drop-down you can see all the different ways you can limit by format. You can limit by just books, just CDs, just videos, and a lot more. There's different types of books you can limit by, or you can choose things such as Electronic Resource, Map, Newspaper, Poster, Thesis, etc.

So, say for that Sociology class you’re taking you have to do a paper on immigration policy in the United States, and your professor wants you to use a govt document. Lets try a search: Immigrat$ and policy. (note the dollar sign ($) can be used to represent multiple characters at the end of a search term. Such as immigrant or immigration) Then click on Limit by Format, and choose, Government Document, clicking Keyword Anywhere or hit enter. This will give results of items that are government documents on immigration policy.

And if you still have some questions you can always Ask Us!
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